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Parts Included: (pictures not to scale)

 1995 Fire Farm, Inc.
Oakland, CA

Made in the USA

SAFETY

We have designed your lamp to meet the highest U
This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one blade 
in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does n
qualified electrician. Never use with an extension co

CARE

Fabric shade . . .
Your shade is made of crepe silk. To remove dust fr
cleaned or carefully hand-washed with a mild soap 
NOT wring out your shade or put it in a dryer.) Shad
and a press-cloth.
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HEAVEN and EARTH I & II

Item 74-T & 75-T

Designed by Elizabeth Meredith

(1) River Stones

Consider the Possibilities!
Try filling your lamp with objects you love;

perhaps colored glass, beads, sand,
seashells, or any other dry objects.
SAFETY INFORMATION

L and CUL safety standards.
is wider than the other) as a feature to reduce electric shock. This plug wi ll fit
ot fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, c ontact a
rd unless plug can be fully inserted. Do not alter the plug.

om fabric shades, remove the shade and shake the dust out of it. All shades may be dry
in Cold water and allowed to air dry. (Do Not use detergent, bleach or hot water and DO
es should be ironed on the lowest setting possible with a steam iron or using a dry Iron
Assembly:

1. UNPLUG LAMP

2. (figure 1) Lower shade over the base of lamp so
that the socket comes through the center of the
shade. Let the shade rest on the base.

3. (figure 1)  Take the top plastic ring off the socket.
Place the frame on top of the ring remaining on the
socket.  Replace the top ring and “sandwich” the
frame between the two rings.  Tighten the rings to
secure frame to the socket.

4. (figure 2-3)  Lift the loose flaps of shade up through
frame and over each of the top bars. When all four
flaps are over all of the top bars of the frame,
straighten the shade so the flaps hang evenly.

5. Fill the base pan with river stones.

6. Install a bulb, turn on, and enjoy!
(1) Base
Assembl y Instructions
You may use a maximum 100-watt type-A bulb.


